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The Goal:

• Help the struggling noob cook

• Provide “deep” recipe search

• Help the indecisive by recommendation

• Give users what today’s recipe websites attempt to provide, but do it well



The Idea



Getting Data

• Identified recipe sites with large collections of “consistent” data

• Designed a scalable fetching/crawling bot using Distributed Ruby

• Created parsers from each data format to a standard format compatible 
with our typical Hadoop jobs



It’s all about the ingredients

• Most of the features we planned to offer relied on meta-knowledge of 
ingredients

• To illustrate the problem, a few examples:

• 3 bananas (easy)

• 3 cups of bananas (still pretty easy)

• 1 1/2 tubs of Philadelphia Lite cream cheese, chilled (tricky)

• Goal: try to identify a quantity, a unit (or the absence of one), the most 
naturally identified “ingredient”, and the remaining text.



Getting fancy

• Our framework can easily extract quantity and unit:

• Used WordNet library to find nouns and the neighboring words modifying 
them

• Fetched a labeled data set from Epicurious.com

• Trained Maximum Entropy classifiers on the labeled data

• Used Near Duplicates algorithm to find duplicate recipes within categories



What we didn’t see coming

• Recommendations are great, but where do we get enough user data?

• Re-crawled the same sites for their user ratings

• Data was not nearly as consistent as we’d hoped

• Ingredients are pretty hard to extract

• Trial and error (and hours of Googling) saved the day

• Our evaluation based on random sampling:

• Ingredient extraction: 95.2% accurate, Recipe classification: 91.3% accurate



Oh yeah, and we wrote a web app



It does everything the other sites do



And then there’s recommendation



Questions?


